Scoring Methods

Quantification of radiographically detectable joint destruction is a prerequisite to measure damage progression in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). With the use of aggressive treatment and the availability of more potent drugs exact measurement becomes even more important. The best method to quantify damage, measuring erosion volume, is still impossible from 2 dimensional radiographs, although computerized methods are being developed.

Several scoring methods currently in use assess joint destruction in a semiquantitative way. All are derived from two original systems that have been frequently modified: the Larsen method grades the global aspect of joint destruction from 0 to 5 with emphasis on (erosive) bone destruction. In contrast, the Sharp system consists of an erosion score as an estimate of bone destruction and a separate joint space narrowing (JSN) score as a surrogate for cartilage destruction.

Erosions are scored in very different ways: the Sharp method counts the number of erosions from 0 to 5 irrespective of their size. Van der Heijde also counts erosions but additionally takes into account their size in relation to joint surface. Larsen and Genant define grades less precisely using general terms (small to large erosions, questionable to severe changes, respectively) and standard reference films. In the Rau method (Ratingen Score) a score increase of 1 represents 20% joint surface destruction (1–20%, 21–40%, 41–60%, etc.). Although extension into the bone is not measured, a correlation with erosion volume can be assumed. This system therefore is linear, clearly defined, and easy to learn. In practice it is often much easier to estimate how much of the cortical plate is destroyed or how much is preserved than to distinguish the number of erosions, which often merge into each other.

Unique for the Larsen method is the definition of grade 1 as soft tissue swelling and juxtaarticular osteoporosis. Both are very difficult to identify reliably on radiographs, decreasing agreement between raters. They indicate disease activity rather than joint destruction. Improvement of these features interferes with progression of destruction, thereby impairing the sensitivity to change.

RA affects both bone and cartilage. Measuring cartilage destruction would give important additional information, especially as cartilage may be affected earlier than bone. Moreover, different treatments may have different protective effects on bone or cartilage. Since cartilage is not visible on radiographs, narrowing of the joint space is assumed to indicate cartilage destruction. Measuring the “real” joint space representing cartilage may be impaired by incorrect positioning due to swelling, contracture, or laxity of the capsule.

Other reasons for false projection are subluxation and luxation, which are not scored by Sharp. Van der Heijde includes both changes and assigns them the highest grades of JSN (3 + 4), thereby mixing in the same score cartilage destruction and malalignment. The score may even be dominated by malalignment, since luxation of all metatarsophalangeal joints can develop due to mechanical factors without any cartilage destruction. In order to distinguish it from other characteristics a separate malalignment score has been proposed. Unfortunately, in his modification of Larsen’s method, Scott also mixed different pathologies when defining grade 4 as “severe destructive abnormality or subluxation.”

The power of JSN to discriminate between more or less effective drugs has been questioned. Several recent studies described significant differences in the erosion score but not in JSN. Further, several studies failed to demonstrate significant advantages of more detailed methods, with separate evaluation of JSN compared to global assessment of joints relying mostly on bone destruction. This also raises the question of whether the double time expense for reading JSN separately is reasonable.

In this issue of The Journal, Tanaka, et al compare Larsen’s with the Rau method (Ratingen Score) in patients with a symptom duration of only 3.5 months fulfilling the American College of Rheumatology criteria for RA during followup. Table 1 of the article indicates that the Larsen score increased to 12% of the maximum possible score during the first 2 years compared to only 6% of the Rau score. In this very early stage of the disease the number of swollen joints increases, scored 1 by Larsen but ignored by...
Rau. Therefore the increase in the Larsen Score in this phase of the disease reflects enhanced disease activity more than damage. Moreover, every new eroded joint is scored 2 in the Larsen and 1 in the Ratingen score. Also, one small erosion in the wrist (multiplied by 5) adds 10 points to the Larsen score compared to 1 point in the Ratingen score. During the next 4 years, the yearly progression remained constant with the Rau method and decreased to 50% with the Larsen method, indicating less sensitivity to change of the latter in established disease. This is confirmed by the results of the standardized response means14. Another comparison of the two methods15 [Wassenberg S, Herborn G, Sharp JT, van der Heijde D, Larsen A, Rau R. Comparison of 4 different scoring methods in the evaluation of radiographic progression in RA (in preparation)] in patients with early disease entering a clinical trial demonstrated a higher baseline score, less inter-rater agreement, and less sensitivity to change with Larsen’s method.

The linearity of progression in the Ratingen Score is likely to be caused by the equal intervals between grades (20% each). Other scoring methods fail to meet this prerequisite for ordinal scales. For example, in the Larsen system one small erosion is graded 2, already representing 40% of the maximum score; in the Sharp system 4 small erosions (grade 4) count for 80% of the maximum score, while one large erosion standing for the same amount of damage is only graded 1 (20%). Therefore, van der Heijde considers the size of the erosions in her modification. Nevertheless, both methods reach the maximum possible grade when only 50% of the joint surface is destroyed, inducing a substantial ceiling effect. The overestimation of early changes and the ceiling effect contribute to the often cited hypothesis that progression is greater in early than in later disease.

Knowledge about the chronological sequence of the films is an important factor influencing the results of radiographic evaluation. Based on the assumption that radiographic damage is irreversible, traditional scoring methods do not allow a reduction of the score indicating improvement (4–6). An erosion is continuously counted during followup, even if it is no longer visible. Since the reader tends to score more deterioration with known sequence, this way of reading is more sensitive to change15, but overrates progression and neglects improvement. Allowing change and variation in only one direction is scientifically questionable.

To exclude the prejudice of steady progression, radiographs were read with unknown time sequence in recent drug trials, e.g., of biologic therapies. Surprisingly, a score reduction was found in many patients, resulting in very little or even negative median progression. If the time sequence is not known, readers tend to score much more conservatively (“no change”) to avoid mistakes. This is mainly true in advanced disease, where minor changes in severely damaged joints are difficult to detect. The favorable results of these trials, therefore, cannot be compared with the results of older trials reporting greater progression. The difference may mostly be based on methodological differences. The same is true for the doctrine of a steadily progressive longterm course of RA.

The score reduction observed in recent studies may reflect the uncertainty of the reader. However, real improvement (“healing,” “repair”) has been observed16, and can be recognized by reading radiographs in unknown sequence17. These phenomena can be documented separately17, but agreement should be reached on whether and how joints with improvement should be scored in the “regular” score: should the score be reduced in the case of recortication, of partial filling in, or only with complete restoration? During longterm observation of successfully treated patients the number of joints with “active” erosions decreased, while the number of joints with (inactive) “secondary” osteoarthritis increased18. At present, both are scored equally. A scoring system acknowledging substantial difference between active arthritis and its consequence would fundamentally change our view on RA as an irreversibly progressive disease.

The case mix in clinical trials is another crucial aspect of radiographic evaluation. The results of many trials are flawed because many patients with low potential for progression were included. If only patients with really active, seropositive, already erosive disease were selected, trials evaluating drug effects on progression would provide stronger results with fewer patients. It has to be stated that radiographic evaluation is easier, less time consuming, and more reliable in early compared to advanced disease.

Reporting of studies is also relevant. Publications should report not only mean or median values but also the percentage of patients showing real progression greater than the “smallest detectable change” (MDC)19. Since the MDC very much depends on the case mix and the quality of radiographs, this should be established for every individual study. Under this condition the advantage of multiple readers is questionable. Different readers scoring different films may reduce the significance of study results.

Finally, the most important factor in the evaluation of radiographs remains the reader. His or her concentration, attention, experience, and consistency will probably influence the quality of the results more than the method applied.
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